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Free Speech
• Finnish politician to be tried for blaspheming Islam and was "ordered to stand trial for
publishing on his blog that Islam's prophet was a pedophile.". Robert Spencer explains
“The concept of pedophilia did not exist in Muhammad's day. His marriage to Aisha
was not unusual in the context of the time; but it becomes extremely problematic, and
conducive to pedophilia, when Muhammad is held up as the "excellent example of
conduct" (Qur'an 33:21) for all time... And child marriage is indeed common in some
areas of the Islamic world -- notably Afghanistan, but it is by no means limited to
Afghanistan... Bukhari affirms in no less than five places that Aisha was six when
Muhammad took her and nine when he consummated the marriage (vol. 5, bk. 58, no.
234; vol. 5 bk. 58 no. 236; vol. 7 bk. 62 no. 64; vol. 7 bk. 62 no. 65; and vol. 7 bk. 62 no.
88). It is also in Abu Dawud (bk. 41 no. 4915), another of the Sahih Sittah, the six
hadith collections Muslims accept as most reliable.”
• Austria - parliamentarian Susanne Winter convicted of “anti Muslim incitement” for
claiming that Islam's prophet Mohammed was a pedophile.
• Austria - conviction in Austria of Elisabeth Sabaditsch-Wolff for “denigrating religion”
by criticizing the prophet Muhammad’s act of having sexual relations with his nine year
old wife, Aisha.
• Australia - Pastors’ convictions for quoting Quran overturned 2006
• Australia - Government fires adviser for telling unpleasant truths about Islam
• Australia: Radio host investigated for "inciting hatred against Muslims" by telling the
truth about Muhammad
• Czek - Former Czech prime minister faces "criminal complaint" for criticizing Islam
2011
• Netherlands: Geert Wilders, Parliament member, tried & acquitted of hate speech
charges.
• Germany attempts to stamp out truth-telling regarding Islam and jihad (1/2012)
• Germany: Freedom fighter fined for telling truth about Islam (3/2012)
• Germany: 74-Year-Old German Woman Convicted of ‘Hate Speech’ 2013
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• Denmark: Lars Hedegaard: Response to Charges of Hate Speech (2012)
• Sweden: Lars Hedegaard acquitted of racism: Victory for free speech (4/2012)
• Sweden: Suicide Bomb Against Free Speech
• Sweden: Iranian Christian ordered deported to Iran despite facing execution for
apostasy there. 2012
• Spain arrests Muhammad filmmaker, releases him on condition that he doesn't
publish his film (2012)
• UK: Lawsuit to Fight the British Ban of Pamela Geller and Robert Spencer 2013
• UK: Man gets year in prison for posting material "offensive to the Islamic faith" in his
front window (3/2012)
• UK: columnist Melanie Phillips investigated for referring to jihad murderers of Jewish
family as "savages" 2011
• France: Firebombing Free Speech In Paris 2011
• Council of Europe: The Council of Europe manual on "Hate Speech" 2011
• UN: Human Rights™ office bans David Littman, a human rights activist who spoke
out against Islamic antisemitism. 2009
• U.N.: The UN’s Jihad Against Free Speech 2009
• Canada: Mark Steyn Faces ‘Hate Speech’ Inquisition 2007
• Canada: Mark Steyn celebrates death of Canada’s hate speech laws 2012
• Canada: A Saudi Islamic supremacist wants an apology from Ezra Levant, who was
charged with Hate Speech™ for publishing the Danish cartoons in his magazine and
appeared before the Canadian Human Rights Commission. You have to see this to
believe it, watch this video of his poignant answer to the question “what was your
intent?”, his closing arguments, and the rest. 2008
• U.S.: Federal Court Hearing Scheduled in AFLC’s Challenge to D.C. Transit
Authority’s Refusal to Run Anti-Jihad Advertisement
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• U.S.: Time Magazine calls for censorship, blames victims of Islamic attack on French
magazine that lampooned Muhammad 2011
• U.S.: Maine Fines Group for ‘Inflammatory Anti-Muslim Message’ for reporting
important news stories that are true. 2009
• U.S.: Michigan city shuts down counter-jihadist's speech because of Muslim death
threats 2012
• U.S.: Pentagon - Stephen Collins Coughlin, Major, Military Intelligence, lawyer by
training, who was an Islamic expert for the Joint Chiefs of Staff, wrote a 300 page paper
called “To Our Great Detriment”: Ignoring What Extremists Say About Jihad. Read the
table of contents to see how informed he is. But he was terminated after complaints
were made by another Pentagon employee, Hisham Islam, who accuses him of being a
Christian zealot with a pen. Steve Emerson says Islam is “an Islamist with a proMuslim Brotherhood bent who has brought in groups to the Pentagon who have been
un-indicted co-conspirators.” Here is what LTC Myers says about his termination.
Former FBI agent John Guandolo says Islamic subversion is at work here. Here is more
on Hisham.
• U.S.: Obama's War on Free Speech: Partnering with the OIC Caliphate on "Religious
Tolerance" (11/2011)
• U.S.: Obama administration has refused to rule out joining OIC to restrict free speech
about Islam.
• U.S.: Critic of State Department/OIC meetings on restricting free speech detained as
"security threat" (12/2011)
• U.S.: OIC funneled $325,000 through Hamas-linked CAIR to Georgetown University
to support restriction of free speech, criminalize "Islamophobia" (2011)
• U.S.: Yale U.: Diana West: Yale chose Shariah over U.S. Constitution 2009
• U.S.: Major free speech victory: MTA prohibition of AFDI pro-Israel ad violates First
Amendment 2012
• U.S.: Dearborn, Michigan Imam Hassan al-Qazwini calls on U.S. to enforce Sharia
blasphemy laws 2012
• U.S.: Robert Spencer: Another Obama Assault on Free Speech 2013
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• Enraged Muslims violent protests worldwide, demanding end to free speech 2012
• In the aftermath of worldwide Muslim riots beginning on 9/11/12, here are many
more influential orgs and people asking to criminalize defamation of Islam in the
aftermath of the 9/11/12 riots.
• U.K.: Political prisoner: EDL's Tommy Robinson in long-term solitary confinement
(2013)

Denmark: The Mohammad Cartoon Rage:
• Here is A Retrospective Study of the Unfolding of the Muhammad Cartoons Crisis and its
Implications - MEMRI 1/5/07
• 2/3/2006 - 4 months after a Danish newspaper published cartoons of Muhammad, in
a sermon on Qatar TV Sheik Qaradawi called Muslims to violence worldwide:
“The nation must rage in anger. It is told that Imam Al-Shafi' said: 'Whoever was
angered and did not rage is a jackass.' We are not a nation of jackasses... We are a
nation that should rage for the sake of Allah, His Prophet, and His book. We are the
nation of Muhammad, and we must never accept the degradation of our religion... We
must rage, and show our rage to the world... The governments must be pressured to
demand that the U.N. adopt a clear resolution or law that categorically prohibits affronts
to prophets - to the prophets of the Lord and His messengers, to His holy books, and to
the religious holy places.” (MEMRI)
• 2/4/06 - The next day worldwide protests and riots ensued. Spontaneous Rage™
more than 4 months after they were originally published, resulting in 139 dead, 823
injured, including the bombing of the Danish embassy in Pakistan, setting fire to the
Danish and Norwegian Embassies in Syria, Lebanon and Iran, and storming European
buildings in Gaza City. Danish Prime Minister Rasmussen described the controversy as
Denmark's worst international crisis since World War II. (CNN)
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• This is an organized effort by the OIC to enforce Islamic blasphemy laws worldwide,

and restrict free speech by criminalizing any humor or truth telling about Islam as a
form of “hate speech”. It’s being promoted in the UN, the UNHRC, Europe, and
Secretary of State Clinton has warmed up to the idea. The most offensive cartoon was
this:

Free Speech
• Then 5 years later:
2011 - “Former Afghan President Rabbani was killed by a suicide bomber on Tuesday in
his home in the capital... The bomber, who apparently had explosives concealed in his
turban, entered Rabbani's home in an upscale Kabul neighborhood on the pretext of
visiting him...” Los Angeles Times
What causes more Muslim rage, and what insults Islam more: a cartoon of a turban
bomb, or real turban bombs killing people? There were at least 4 of these in the summer
of 2011 in Afghanistan. President Karzai asked the clerics in August to launch a public
information campaign to "convince militants not to use turbans and other religious attire
to carry out suicide bombings, not to target mosques and to make them aware that
suicide was un-Islamic.” But Karzai knows suicide is un-Islamic, but martyrdom
operations to die for Allah are very Islamic, like Qaradawi explained. There was no
visible complaints in the Muslim world about this, only rage over the cartoons.

